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“When the vertical Parent and 
the horizontal Parents 
harmoniously join together 
centered on true love, this 
place of convergence of firmly 
established love becomes the 
origin of life and the 
connection to God’s lineage. 
People born from that place are 
sons and daughters born in 
God’s love.” CSG (2006) 791-92 

A New future is upon us 

The oneness of love in CIG 

•True Parents restored the point of unity 
between God, Adam and Eve: absolute 
conjugal love 

•Reunited God and human beings, spirit 
and flesh, heaven and earth 

•Human love in the family is godly 

•We can dwell with God in everyday life 

•More than “report to God” enjoy a fluid 
and natural relationship 

God’s dominion extends to every part of 
the cosmos 

God is free to manifest Her sensitive 
feminine side 

God can dwell with us as our Subject and 
as our Object 

This reality opens the joyful world of 
Cheon Il Guk 

Such is the merit of Foundation Day 

We should celebrate it! 

Why is this topic important? 

January 7, 2013: True Mother declared 
we should call God “Heavenly Parent” 

• Created a controversy in the church 
• Unificationists were calling God 

“Heavenly Father” 
• Many still do 
Members raised questions about True 
Parents and specifically True Mother 

True Parent’s Five Victories 

True Parents labored side-by-side to 
achieve every victory in the providence 

● Completed Jesus’ unfinished work 

● Subjugated Satan 

● Brought Rebirth to Humankind 

● Foundation of God’s Ideal 

● Liberated God 



True Parents’ words on 
Heavenly Parent 

Parallel development from 
Messiah to True Parents 

1945: Father began ministry “Lord of 
the Second Advent” - A Christian 
concept 

A male Messiah, cannot embody the 
dual characteristics of God 

1960: Marriage of the Lamb: Mother 
was subordinate as the “bride of 
Christ” 

1968: God’s Day: Oneness of God, 
Father and Mother 

“True Parents” on the family level 

1997: Expansion of the Blessing to the 
cosmic level: 

“True Parents of Heaven and Earth” 
Cosmic Sabbath of the Parents of 

Heaven and Earth 

Feb. 6, 2003: True Parents’ Holy 
Wedding 

Declared the unity of the Cosmic 
Parent (God) and the Parents of 
Heaven and Earth (True Parents) 

Oneness of True Parents and Heavenly 
Parent 

“True Parents of Heaven, Earth and 
Humankind” 

“When you go to the spirit world, you 
will see not only the Heavenly Father 
but also the Heavenly Mother…The 
way to heaven comes through the 
mother as well as the Father” 
(1977) CSG, 719 

“Externally God resembles men and 
internally God resembles women. 
While He is strong, all-knowing, and 
omnipotent, She also has a merciful 
heart that can embroider flowers on 
Buddha’s smile. God should also have 
a heart like that of the most feminine 
woman. Only then will these two 
sides have life.” (206-49, 1990.10.3) 

“The fact that God remains only as 
the Father means that His creation 
remains incomplete, that it was not 
finished. That God relates to human 
beings only as Heavenly Father 
means that human beings are not yet 
fully mature. It means that God’s 
purpose to bring conjugal union 
between God and a human couple on 
earth, centering on His love, was not 
realized.”  Wolli Wonbon (631)  

“True Parents intimately know the 
Heavenly Parent.” (2001.10.30) CSG 
186 

“We find three sets of parents in the 
cosmos: the eternal Heavenly Parent, 
the True Parents on this earth, and the 
parents in our families… They live with 
love as their center.” 
(1990.02.21) CSG 37

“The Korean people—living with the 
Heavenly Parents for thousands and 
tens of thousands of years.” CSG 2006 

“Have you shown filial piety to me as 
you would to your Heavenly Parents.” 
(2225) CSG 2006 
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